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Epomaker's Spectacular Black Friday Extravaganza Offers Exclusive 

Discounts Up to 50% 

 

With the Black Friday event approaching, Epomaker is continuing to bring out huge discount deals 

to surprise everyone with a Black Friday & Cyber Monday sale. This week-long extravaganza 

promises not only significant discounts but also exciting giveaways and gift cards for Epomaker 

enthusiasts. 

 

Epomaker is dedicated to bringing top-notch products and the best after-sale services to 

keyboard enthusiasts and customers who are supportive of Epomaker. In light of the Black Friday 

Shopping carnival, Epomaker is offering extraordinary discounts on its Amazon stores and 

website. From November 17th to November 27th, 2023, customers can enjoy exclusive discounts 

ranging from 20% to a whopping 50% at Amazon stores, from November 20th to November 27th, 

exciting deals will be rolled out at the Epomaker website. 

 

For esteemed Epomaker members, Epomaker takes the hassle out of calculating discounts during 

this sales event. Consumers can enjoy savings of up to 50% on a range of exclusive products. For 

those lucky individuals who purchased the presale gift card, they are now able to redeem it for 

additional savings. Aiming to bring more fun and lift engagement, the Treasure Hunt Game will 

continue available on the Epomaker Website during the whole Black Friday & Cyber Monday Sale 

Event. Various intriguing and surprising discounts and vouchers await to be found.  

 

As a classic surprise to the grand event, Epomaker introduces the Limited Mystery Box – an 

exclusive chance for ardent supporters to experience a trove of surprises. The three Mysterious 

Boxes are specifically selected as well as standing for different product lines - mechanical 

keyboards, DIY keyboard kits, keycaps, and accessories. The boxes are labeled as low as $59.99, 

$49.99, $47.99, $25.99, and even $9.99. This will be an intriguing and budget-friendly way to 

have a glimpse of the mechanical keyboard world as the added value of all goods in each box is 

guaranteed to top the price.  

 

Apart from the above, Epomaker also brings out Flash Deals on the specific selected date. The 

Flash Deal Fiesta unveils a lineup of Epomaker iconic products tagged with unbeatable price 

discounts. Furthermore, when the total order reaches over $ 149, an extra gift will be unlocked 

and more when hit over $199.  

 

Aiming at enhancing the Black Friday Shopping experience for customers and providing even 

greater value, the Epomaker Amazon store offers discounts from 20% to 50% off on a wide range 

of mechanical keyboards and accessories. The sale deal will be held from November 17th to 

November 27th. Epomaker's Amazon store will be a hub of irresistible discounts during this 

limited-time promotion. The sale deals on Amazon will be held in the Amazon.US, Amazon.UK, 

Amazon.DE, Amazon.CA, Amazon.IT, Amazon.ES, and Amazon.FR stores. Exciting to engage with 

the community through exciting activities, exclusive discounts, and outstanding giveaways, this 
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initiative serves as a gesture of gratitude towards Epomaker's dedicated customer base and as a 

warm welcome to new enthusiasts joining the Epomaker family. 

 

Epomaker's Black Friday & Cyber Monday Sale Event is a golden opportunity for tech enthusiasts 

to upgrade their keyboard setups and embrace the latest in keyboard technology. The promotion 

spans a range of Epomaker's top-notch products, ensuring there's something for everyone. This is 

an extraordinary chance to save big on premium keyboards. 

 

For more information, please visit: 

Epomaker official website 

Epomaker Black Friday Sale Event 

Epomaker Amazon.US 

Epomaker Amazon.UK 

Epomaker Amazon.DE 

Epomaker Amazon.CA 

Epomaker Amazon.IT 

Epomaker Amazon.ES 

Epomaker Amazon.FR 

 

Contact us: 

agnes@epomaker.com 

 

About us: 

Epomaker is short for Epoch of Makers. We are committed to providing feature-packed keyboards 

with affordable pricing that ships worldwide. Our goals for our keyboards are three things: 

customizability, affordability, and high standards. We are a team composed of gamers, software 

engineers, product designers, and mechanical keyboard enthusiasts. We were inspired to create 

our own line of keyboards to share with the world. We wanted to make mechanical keyboards 

accessible to everyone. Our company is heavily dedicated to our community-without their 

feedback and suggestions, this keyboard would not have been a reality. 
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Photo of The Black Friday Sale Event 
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